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Abstract
Photothermal Energy Conversion by Plasmonic Nanoparticles
By
Joseph Raymond Cole
Photothermal energy conversion is important when designing optically active
devices based on plasmonic nanoparticles.

Many early applications of these

nanoparticles, like photothermal tumor ablation, drug delivery, and microfiuidic devices,
depend on the conversion of light to heat.

In this dissertation, we compare three

nanoparticle species' theoretical absorption efficiency from electromagnetic calculations
with their photothermal transduction efficiency from measurements of temperature in an
illuminated system. Several mechanisms that may account for differences between the
two efficiencies are suggested. With a view specifically toward clinical applications, our
analysis assumes a random orientation of nanorods, as would occur naturally in the tumor
vasculature.

For the samples studied here, photothermal transduction efficiencies

differed only by a factor of two or three, regardless of particle type and concentration.
Both experiment and theory show that particle size plays a dominant role in determining
transduction efficiency, with smaller particles more efficient for heating and larger
particles for combined heating and imaging. Additionally, we evaluate the potential of
mixtures of plasmonic nanoparticles for CO2 scrubbing substrates that could be used in
space applications. These measurements indicate possible dynamic nanoscale effects that
need to be accounted for when modeling photothermal transduction.
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Chapter 1: Physics of Plasmonic Nanoparticles
Electromagnetic Response of Spherically Symmetric Particles
The photophysics of nanoshells is intimately related to the plasmon resonance of the
particles. Plasmons are collective oscillations of the conduction electrons in a metal, and
they can dominate the metal's optical properties when certain conditions are met. This
strong interaction between light and matter enables efficient coupling of electromagnetic
energy into the metal, and the strength of the interaction is determined by the geometry of
the object as well as its dielectric function. The dielectric function describes how an
electric field causes a polarization response[l] in a given material. It is a measure of how
charged particles like electrons respond to light, so it depends on the density of free
electrons present and the electron mean free path. Generally, the dielectric function is
complex valued, and it varies with the frequency of the applied electric field.
The origin of plasmons is most easily understood in terms of Drude's simple
classical description of conductivity in metal.[2] Drude applied a kinetic theory usually
associated with the description of an ideal gas to explain macroscopic phenomena in
metals. He assumed that electrons could be treated as a gas that is essentially free, but
that is confined by the boundaries of the metal. The electrons are independent in that they
do not interact with one another, but they do scatter off of the positive ion cores of the
crystal lattice. Drude's model explains AC and DC conductivity in metals, the Hall effect,
and thermal conductivity surprisingly well considering the crude approximations he used.
The model predicts a zero in the dielectric function at a certain frequency,

known as the bulk plasma frequency, where n is the electron density, e is the electronic
charge, and m is the electron mass, all in CGS units. This frequency marks the boundary
between solutions to the wave equation that can propagate (co > coB, the material is
transparent), and those that cannot (o)<o)B,

the field decays exponentially).[2]

Furthermore, when co = coB, a solution to a different wave equation, for charge density
waves, exists. At that exact frequency, collective oscillations of free electrons, or
plasmons, are possible.
More precisely, a = coB is the condition that must be met for the electron charge
density to have oscillatory time dependence. The oscillations arise because collective
displacement of electrons in one direction will uncover the fixed positive ion cores of the
crystal lattice. These cores provide a restoring force on the displaced electron "gas"
through Coulombic attraction, and a harmonic oscillation results. The alkali metals are
particularly well described by the Drude model.[2] The noble metals are as well, but to a
lesser extent because interband transitions from the d- to sp-orbital in the atomic lattice
dominate the electronic response at short visible wavelengths.[3] Other materials require
quantum mechanical models to explain their observed dielectric functions.
Since plasmons originate from the Drude response of a material, they are only
observable in metals that have dielectric functions dominated by the Drude term.
However, bulk plasmons have never been directly observed in practice, even for alkali or
noble metals, although they undoubtedly exist. Bulk plasmons are so difficult to observe
because they cannot be directly excited by light. At optical frequencies, bulk metals have
a skin depth on the order of a few tens of nanometers.[3] Electrons on the interior of the
bulk are left undisturbed because of the screening effect of the surface electrons. The

most direct evidence available for the existence of bulk plasmons is the observation of
energy losses in multiples of hcoB when electrons are fired through thin metallic films.[4]
As mentioned above, geometry also plays a significant role in the interaction of light
with matter. The easiest way to understand the influence of shape is through Maxwell's
electromagnetic theory. Maxwell's equations tell us that the tangential component of a
magnetic field and the normal component of the electric flux density will be
discontinuous at a boundary between two dissimilar dielectric media.[5] These boundary
conditions give rise to the importance of geometry in the solutions of wave equations and
therefore the optical properties of materials. In the simplest case, Maxwell's equations
predict the existence of charge density waves with a frequency of —pr along a surface at
V2
the boundary of an infinite conductor in contact with a dielectric medium. These waves
are known as surface plasmons.
Unlike bulk plasmons, surface plasmons can be excited by light, although still not
directly. They require the presence of an optical coupler that can add enough momentum
to what is already present in light to excite traveling wave plasmons. Examples of optical
couplers include prisms or gratings. More information about how these add to the
momentum of light so that surface plasmons can be excited is available in Surface
Plasmons on Smooth andRoush Surfaces by Raether.[6]
Fortunately, when a particle is very small, comparable to the wavelength of light,
standing wave solutions to the surface charge density wave equation appear. These local
charge density fluctuations can be directly excited by light and are the phenomena I refer
to when I use the word "plasmon" hereinafter. The fact that plasma oscillations in
macroscopic media are so difficult to excite is primarily responsible for the late arrival of

technology to exploit them. The advent of nanoscale control of metallic particle
geometries enables scientists and engineers to use plasmons in a wide range of
applications from medicine,[7] to sensor technologies,[8] to light harvesting and energy
conversion. [9]
Nanoshells are particularly interesting plasmonic particles because their plasmon
resonance is controllably tunable over the entire visible light spectrum as well as the near
to mid-infrared domain. Nanoshells are spherical core-shell particles typically made
using silica cores coated with thin gold or silver shells. In Figure 1.1, r; is the radius of
the inner core, and r2 is the overall radius of the particle. Their optical properties stem
from the interaction, or hybridization, between the plasmon resonances of two elementary
geometries, that of a nanoscale conducting sphere in an infinite dielectric medium and of
a nanoscale dielectric cavity in an infinite conducting medium.

Figure 1.1: The geometry of a nanoshell

Mie solved Maxwell's equations for spherical geometries in 1908.[10] The theory
was extended by Aden and Kerker for radially symmetric core-shell geometries in
1951.[11] Mie theory predicts that a conducting sphere will have plasmon resonances at
coB I

, where / is a positive integer quantum number. Similarly, it predicts plasmon
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resonances at coBA

for a cavity. The / = 1 mode is known as the dipole resonance, /

= 2 is the quadrupole, and so on. In a nanoshell geometry, the elementary sphere and
cavity modes hybridize in rigorous analogy with molecular orbital theory. [12] Plasmon
hybridization theory is the best way to gain an intuitive understanding of how to engineer
the optical behavior of nanoshells. Coulombic forces mediate the interaction between the
modes, so that the thickness of the metallic shell layer controls the strength of the
hybridization.
Hybridization between sphere and cavity dipole modes is shown in Figure 1.2. The
cavity mode has energy equal to J14a>B ,1.41 times higher than the energy of the sphere
plasmon at JJAo}B . In the thick shell limit, the "bonding" and "antibonding" hybridized
modes are only weakly coupled, so they are nearly equal in energy to their constituent
parts. The antibonding mode is known as the dark plasmon because it has no net dipole
moment and cannot normally be excited by light, while the bonding mode is called the
bright plasmon. As the shell becomes thinner, the Coulombic force increases, and the
dark plasmon blue-shifts in energy, while the bright plasmon red-shifts.
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Figure 1.2: Hybridization of sphere and cavity plasmon modes to make the nanoshell plasmon

In addition to plasmon hybridization theory, resonance energy is affected by overall
particle size. Just as the pitch of a large ringing bell is lower (longer wavelength) than
smaller bells, the standing wave resonance of large nanoparticles occurs at longer
wavelengths. The combination of this effect with plasmon hybridization enables the
unique tunability of nanoshells.
Since plasmons are excitable by light directly, their existence can be experimentally
verified by measuring light extinction in a spectrophotometer. Extinction is the amount of
light scattered or absorbed by the particle. At wavelengths near the resonance energy,
light interacts very strongly with the particle, and the extinction spectrum will show a
pronounced peak. Spectra measured in this way are well-fit by extinction efficiency
spectra calculated using Mie theory.[13] Efficiency is the ratio of the particle's effective
cross section to its geometrical cross section. Figure 1.3 shows how spectra calculated
using Mie theory can be explained in terms of the plasmon hybridization model.
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Figure 1.3: Hybridization controls plasmon resonance wavelength. On the left, thicker shells result in less
interaction. On the right, thinner shells result in more interaction.

The extinction efficiency of plasmonic particles can range from several times greater
than one when on resonance to less than one. From a geometrical optics standpoint, it
does not make sense for any object to have an effective cross section larger than its area
projected onto the plane of incidence. However, geometrical optics breaks down for
nanoscale objects. Ultimately, light is just a wave of time-varying electric and magnetic
fields, and an object in the light's path interacts with all the nearby fields, not just those
directly incident upon it. Consider Figure 1.4, the Poynting vector diagram for a small
metallic particle near its plasmon resonance. The Poynting vector is found by taking the
cross product of the electric and magnetic field vectors, and it represents the flow of
energy in the system. The particle seems to pull the light toward it from all directions. [14,

15] For off-resonance particles, the opposite is observed. The effective cross section is
really a simplification of the complicated way light interacts with nearby matter.

Figure 1.4: Poynting vector diagram of a plasmonic particle on-resonance (left) and off-resonance (right)

So, plasmon hybridization and particle size explain the position of the resonance
peaks shown in a plot of extinction efficiency, and consideration of energy flow around
the particle can explain the peak height. Only the breadth of the peak remains to be
explained. Two factors influence peak width. The first is the plasmon dephasing time, or
the length of time a collective oscillation of electrons can exist before it disappears as a
result of frictional damping against scattering centers. Plasmon dephasing is a
manifestation of the fact that perfect single-frequency signals are impossible in real life;
such a signal would have to last an infinitely long time. Since the plasmon has a finite
lifetime, taking the Fourier transform will result in a peak that is not perfectly sharp,
where the peak width is an indication of the plasmon dephasing time. Second, in
ensemble measurements plasmon line width is a result of polydispersity in the nanoshell
suspension. There will always be some distribution of core size and shell thickness.
Typically, cores might be ±5% from the mean size and shells might be ±1%. An
ensemble measurement of the light extinction for such a group of particles will show an
average of the many slightly varied plasmon resonances.
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Thermal Response of Plasmonic Nanoparticles
Thermal transport at the nanoscale is an extremely important research area with
implications for technologies ranging from computer chips[16] to medical therapies[17]
to microfluidics[18]. Intel expects to introduce microprocessors with feature sizes as
small as 32 nm in 2009. [19] Heat generated by billions of transistors packed into an
unimaginably small area needs to be transported away for these devices to function.
Furthermore, many of the first applications of plasmonic nanotechnology depend on the
ability of metallic nanoparticles to transduce light into usable thermal energy.
Nanoparticle cancer therapy works by causing cell hyperthermia when an external
infrared laser delivers optical energy to a targeted area. [20]

Concepts for targeted

nanoparticle based drug delivery systems work similarly. [21] A laser delivers energy to
special polymers infused with both plasmonic particles and drug molecules. Heating the
polymer causes a volume phase transition that expels drug molecules from the matrix.
Clearly, an imperative exists for firm understanding of the principles of nanoscale
thermal transport in order to engineer devices based on this technology.
It is tempting to suppose that heat transport is already well understood and has been
since the early nineteenth century when Joseph Fourier wrote his book, Theorie
Analytiaue de la Chaleur, which describes the physics of heat conduction. Analytical
solutions to Fourier's Law for spherical geometries were known at least as early as
1952.[22] In fact, it is common to find research based on the assumption that Fourier's
Law is valid at the nanoscale. [23] However, questions are emerging as to the validity of
these macroscopic ideas at the nanometer length scale. [24]

9

While no direct experimental evidence is available to disprove Fourier heat
conduction, there are numerous studies that show anomalous particle heating. Quantum
dots reached temperatures 320 K higher than expected under argon laser irradiation. [25]
Tunneling currents from STM tips caused the magnetic moments to align in larger than
expected domains of magnetic media, indicating temperatures in excess of the material's
Curie temperature. [26] Another study noted evidence of melting of thin gold films under
STM examination where the expected temperature rise under Fourier heat conduction
theory was only 0.2 K. [27-29] Many researchers have presented hypothesis to explain
these effects with varying degrees of success.
Although there is no definitive theory to explain these anomalies, the consensus in
the scientific community is that thermal transport at the nanoscale is fundamentally a
nonequilibrium process. [24] As such, there exists a temperature jump at the interface
between the particle and medium, which results from a boundary region where hot
phonons from the particle and cool phonons from the medium can travel without
interacting. The size of this region is equal to the mean free path of phonons in the
medium. An effective, particle size dependent conductivity can be defined that is equal
to Fourier conductivity for particle sizes greater than the mean free path but that
decreases with particle radius. As the conductivity of the nanoparticle/medium interface
decreases with particle size, heat accumulation in the nanoparticles is exacerbated.
Further study of nanoscale heat transport is warranted, especially given the multitude
of promising applications that depend on a clear understanding of this area of physics.
While it may be disappointing that it is so difficult to pinpoint a nanoparticle's surface
temperature under irradiation when engineering a system to solve a particular problem,
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part of the draw of nanoscience is sorting through these questions of the applicability of
macroscopic laws. The work in this dissertation provides yet another intriguing data
point to consider in explaining nanoscale heat transport.
Finite Element Method for Solving Physical Equations for Arbitrary Geometries
The finite element method is a general system for solving partial differential
equations that can be applied to a wide variety of complex engineering and physics
problems.[30, 31] The FEM analysis presented in Chapter 2 was performed using the
commercial package COMSOL, so the details of the mathematics are hidden from the
user. While it is not practical to provide a detailed and rigorous mathematical description
of the method here, I would like to provide a sketch of the method's machinery. A basic
understanding of the underpinnings of the method can pay great dividends by
illuminating common and avoidable pitfalls.
FEM consists of four basic steps.[32, 33] First, the problem geometry is discretized
into a finite number of nodes, which are points in the solution space. Each node is the
vertex of a simplex with the same dimensionality as the space. Other geometries can be
used for the elements, but simplexes are the most common. Second, algebraic governing
equations are selected for each element. When FEM is applied to solve physical systems,
the governing equations give the scalar potential at all points within the boundaries of the
element. For electromagnetic problems in particular, this is the electric potential. The
governing equations are taken to be zero outside the element. The shape of the true
scalar potential field is approximated by taking the sum of the governing equations (also
known as shape functions) for each element. Third, the governing equations are collected
together to form a set of N coupled algebraic equations with N unknowns (the potential at
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each node), where N is the number of nodes in the solution space. Although FEM can be
performed by hand for small values of N, its bookkeeping requirements are extensive and
better suited to computer analysis, like most numerical approaches for finding
approximate solutions to analytically intractable problems. Finally, the equations are
solved by minimizing the energy in the system by variational methods. The result
obtained by minimizing the energy is equivalent to both the best approximation to the
true solution of the partial differential equation and the solution of the equilibrium state
of the physical system described by the PDE.
Node
1
2
4

(x,y)
(0.8, 1.8)
(1.4, 1.4)
(2.1,2.1)
(1.2,2.7)

Figure 1.5: Example of an FEM structure with four nodes

The most expedient way to clarify FEM is through a simple example, taken from
reference [32]. Consider a four node, two element mesh that defines a solution space in
two dimensions over which we would like to solve the Laplace equation (Equation 1.2).
V2V = 0

(1.2)

Other partial differential equations, like the wave equation (Equation 1.3) [33] and the
heat conduction equation (Equation 1.4), are solved using similar methods but different
governing equations.

c2 dt

s

(1.3)
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1 B T
2

v r—^— = o

(i.4)

We first determine a labeling scheme for the discretized four node space, as shown in
Figure 1.5. Each node of each element is given both a local label from 1-3 and a global
label from 1-N. Assuming the potential varies linearly over the element (therefore the
electric field is uniform within the element), the governing equations for each element
are:

l

\

(1.5)

«/ = -z-:l(xmy„ - x„ym)+{ym -y„)x+(x„ - xm )y]
2A
where l,m,n are even permutations of the local labels 1, 2, and 3, and A is the area of the
element. From these governing equations, we can write the energy associated with each
element as
We = \ \e\d\dS = \ \s \VVef dS
(1.6)

The bracketed term describes the coupling between nodes / and/. We now define a
matrix, commonly known as the stiffness matrix, that collects all the information about
the coupling between nodes in the entire solution space. Note that global labels now
replace the local ones in Equation 1.7.

C^Xf^,W-V<^,

i,jel...N

(17)

e

The sum is over all the elements that contain linkages between the nodes i andy. This
matrix is sparse because Cy = 0 for nonadjacent nodes, and it is symmetric. For the
example shown in Figure 1.5,
13

lc]=

1 0
0
0
0
1.25
0 -0.0143
0
0
1 0
0 -0.0143 0 0.8381

(1.8)

Having assembled all the coupling factors, the energy associated with the assemblage of
elements is

W=

YWe=\e[v]T[civ}

(1.9)

where

M-

(1.10)

v,
N

As mentioned before, Laplace's equation is satisfied when energy is minimized in the
solution region. Therefore,
dW
= 0, k = l...N.
BV>
which, after examining Equation 1.9, produces
0 = Z^iC,t.

(1.11)

(1.12)

Equation 1.12 is actually N simultaneous equations that can be solved to find |V].
Not all of the nodes' potential values are unknown. Some of them are set according
to the boundary conditions of the problem. To find the potential at a node, k, start with
the known potentials and set the remaining unknown node potentials to zero. In our
example, we have Vx = 0 , and V3 =10 as boundary conditions. Then, iteratively solve
Equation 1.13 for each of the unknown potentials,

vk=-^-fvjCjk,

k*]..

(1.13)

k=\

14

until the change between iterations is smaller than a prescribed error tolerance. Many of
the terms in the sum are zero because of the sparsity of the matrix [c]. The final result is
0
r i

3

-7(

[v]=
1

J

(1.14)

1C

4.4:
COMSOL handles nearly all of these details, including mesh generation, equation
definition, and choice of solver (there exist many more efficient solvers than the iterative
one in this example). All that remains for the user is to define the problem geometry,
material properties (which affect the stiffness matrix), and boundary conditions.
However, blindly allowing computer algorithms to handle so much without oversight can
lead to incorrect solutions. Based on this knowledge of how FEM works, smaller mesh
elements clearly lead to better approximations of the true PDE solution. However, as the
number of elements increases, the number of simultaneous equations to solve also
increases quickly, particularly for three dimensional problems. The computing power
necessary to solve realistic problems can quickly become impractical. Fortunately, the
mesh elements used for a particular problem need not be uniformly sized. This is one of
the primary advantages of FEM: the mesh density can shrink or grow depending on the
local geometry and material properties of the problem. Therefore, the smaller, more
accurate elements can be targeted to areas where sharp field gradients and rapidly
changing material properties are expected.

For electromagnetic problems, it is also

important that the space discretization can resolve the electromagnetic wave. The general
rule of thumb is that ten elements are required per wavelength. Overall, FEM is a
powerful technique for solving partial differential equations, and there are well developed

commercial packages that make it an important engineering tool for the field of
plasmonics.

Chapter 2: The Ensemble Spectrum of Nanorods in
Solution
We wish to demonstrate that the absorption or scattering spectrum,/ of an arbitrarily
oriented nanorod can be calculated as a linear superposition of the basis spectra/// and/,

!•>

which are the longitudinal and transverse modes of the particle (Figure 2.1).
(2.1)

400

600

800

1000

Wavelength [nm]
Figure 2.1: Plasmonic modes of a Au nanorod (\l,d\ = [44,13] nm) in aqueous solution, (a) Transverse and
(b) longitudinal modes calculated by the finite element method (FEM). The optical extinction cross
section, Ceff, of this nanorod in any arbitrary orientation is a linear combination of these two basis spectra.

Imagine a nanorod centered at the origin with its longitudinal axis oriented in the z
direction. The nanorod has a unit vector, d, which describes its direction, and in this
case is equal to z . An electromagnetic plane wave with frequency co and wave vector
k = kn is incident on the particle from some arbitrary direction specified by unit vector
h. The incident electric and magnetic fields are[30, 34]:
£,(*,0 = Re {&***"'"}
5,(;c,0 = Re{£e'^~''B'}

(2.2)
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The absorption and scattering spectra of the nanorod depend on the alignment
between £ and d.

If £ is parallel to d, only the rod's longitudinal mode is excited,

resulting in the spectrum f//.

The requirement that £// d restricts h to the xy plane.

Conversely, the transverse spectrum, f±, can be excited in two different ways. Either
n//d and £ is restricted to the xy plane, or both h and £ are in the xy plane, leaving
B//d.

In reality, the two types of transverse spectra differ slightly from each other

because of retardation effects. However, the error is small if we treat them as equal.
In the case of absorption, the spectrum is the net rate at which electromagnetic
energy crosses an imaginary spherical boundary, A, surrounding the particle as a function
of frequency.
fabsK-\S-erdA

(23)

A

In Equation 2.3, S is the Poynting vector and er is the outward normal of the spherical
boundary. Any energy that enters the boundary and does not exit must be absorbed by
the particle because the surrounding medium is taken to be nonabsorbing.

S can be

further broken down into three components: the Poynting vector of the incident wave, St,
the scattered wave, Ss, and the interaction between the two, S^,.
§=

§,+§,+§„,

S = ±Re{ExH}
S,=iRe{£,x#;}

(2.4)

S,=i*e{E,xH;}
S^^KB&XHI+E.XH;}

5; is constant everywhere outside of the particle for a nonabsorbing medium, so it
does not contribute to the spectrum.
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jSrerdA

=0

(2.5)

If we make the boundary A large enough so that it is entirely in the far field region,
then E„ and H„ take the form:
ikr

E.

•ikr

-X\E;

(2.6)

Hs~i;trxEs
X is the vector scattering amplitude, and er • X = 0.
Using Eq. 2.2, Eq. 2.4, Eq. 2.6, and knowing B = fjH-^j/d£
£ = Sis

fix£

and

E\e, we solve for Ss and S^,:

S,=±K*

un
^r «//
(2.7)

s«*=±R* /fe" —
flCO

{sxerxX*)-\-eik(r-A~x\Xxnxe)
\ JU

Both Ss and S, therefore both the scattering and absorption spectra, depend on the
square of the incident electric field. So, it makes sense to suppose that the weights w//
and Wj could be related to the square of the electric field's projection onto the particle.

We used FEM calculations to show that w„ =\e-d\ and w± = e x d\ , where e is a unit
vector in the direction of Et.

We calculated the extinction spectrum (absorption +

scattering) in two ways. First, by running an FEM simulation of the nanorod oriented at
an arbitrarily selected angle, 6 = -ff rad, to the incoming electric field (green squares).
Then, by calculating the basis spectra ( 0 = 0 and 6 = f rad) followed by a weighted sum
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to find the 6 = -ff rad spectrum (blue line). Both methods of calculating the spectrum
show perfect agreement regardless of the chosen orientation angle.

400

600

800

1000

Wavelength [rim]

Figure 2.2: Combination of basis spectra to obtain the spectrum of a nanorod with arbitrary orientation.
(a) Calculation of weighting factors for the longitudinal and transverse modes of an arbitrarily oriented
nanorod. The factors, w | and w x , are the square of the electric field's projection onto the nanorod's
longitudinal axis and onto the transverse bisecting plane, respectively, (b) Optical extinction spectrum of a
nanorod ([l,d] = [44,13] nm) in aqueous solution oriented so that the angle between the electric field vector
and the longitudinal axis is 5 ^ 2 radians. The spectrum is obtained both by finding the weighted sum (blue
line) of the basis spectra (red dotted and dashed lines) and directly by FEM calculation (green squares).

Since the spectrum for a nanorod in any orientation can be calculated from only two
basis spectra, it is straightforward to average the spectra of a large number of randomly
oriented nanorods in order to simulate their ensemble spectrum in solution. We need to
find the expected value of the weights when the angle between the electric field and the
direction vector of the particle is a random variable. We assume that all values of 6 are
equally likely over its domain, 6 e [0,;r]. That implies the probability density for the
elevation coordinate in a spherical system is p(0) = jsin(0),

which accounts for the

crowding of the longitudes at the poles of the sphere. Although the azimuthal coordinate
is not strictly necessary for the analysis as developed here because the weights are
functions of 6 only, including it clarifies that the particle's orientation is randomized in a
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three dimensional space. If the analysis were expanded to account for the two slightly
differing transverse basis spectra {nild and nLd, both with eLd), then the azimuthal
angle becomes critical because the weights are functions of both 6 and ^. Like the
elevation coordinate, all values of the azimuthal angle are equally likely. So, we have:
p(&) = j ^ , ^e[0, 27t\.

Since the azimuth and elevation are independent random

variables, p{9,<j>) = p{d)p{</)). Calculating the expected value of the weights w// and w±
is now straightforward.

= •£:£*£ |e-rf|2sin(0)</flty

(2.8)

2

= £ £ ' £ cos {0)sin{0)d0d0
—

3

(wx (£,<*))= Jf* [w^6)p{e,<l>)d0d<l>
=

^l"[\txd\2sm(0)dMt

(2.9)

=1
The transverse mode is twice as likely to be excited because there are two different
classes of transverse resonances, as alluded to earlier. If the two transverse modes were
treated separately, each would carry a weight of lA. Since a completely randomized
medium should be isotropic, equal weight for each of the three modes (including the
longitudinal resonance) makes some intuitive sense.
The expected value of the weights for a population of randomly oriented
nanoparticles is equivalent to the weights for a single properly oriented nanoparticle.
When the incoming electric field is oriented so that it projects equally onto all three axes
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(with dll z and the particle at the origin), all three modes are excited equally. This
situation occurs when #=arctan(V2) rad and ^%

rad. Therefore, the easiest way to

simulate randomly oriented nanorods in solution is to solve for a particle oriented along
the [111] direction with respect to the incoming plane wave.
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Chapter 3: Photothermal Efficiency of Nanoshells and
Nanorods
Plasmonic nanoparticles are enabling a plethora of technological applications
including photothermal cancer therapy[20, 35], externally triggered drug delivery[21],
and optically actuated micromechanical devices[18]. These technologies all depend on
the transduction of optical energy into heat. This chapter investigates how the different
physical properties of three species of plasmonic nanoparticles (Au/SiCh nanoshells,
A11/AU2S nanoshells, and Au nanorods) could be advantageous for heating applications.
Using a controlled thermal environment, we measured the photothermal transduction
efficiencies of the various particles and compared them to their absorption efficiencies as
calculated by Mie theory for nanoshells and the finite element method (FEM) for
nanorods. These measurements help illuminate the pros and cons of the different particle
types so they can be evaluated for use depending on the requirements of a given
application.
Electromagnetic Simulations
In order to estimate the expected photothermal transduction efficiency of our three
particle species, we calculated the effective extinction, absorption, and scattering cross
sections (Ceff). The ratio of the absorption to extinction cross section is the fraction of
luminous energy that the particles are expected to convert to thermal energy. We refer to
this ratio as the absorption efficiency, and it should be equal to the photothermal
transduction efficiency in the absence of physical effects that alter the electromagnetic
response of the particles.
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In the case of spherically symmetric nanoparticles, like the A11/AU2S or Au/SiC>2
nanoshells used in these experiments, the cross sections are most readily calculated using
Mie theory. The effective cross sections of the two nanoshells types are shown in Figure
3.1 (left). We estimated the size of the two nanoshells species by adjusting the core and
shell radii to minimize the difference between Mie calculations and spectrophotometric
measurements. For Au/Si02 nanoshells, we found [n, r2] = [62, 77] run and for A11/AU2S
shells, [ri, r2] = [20.5, 25] nm. These values are in agreement with particle size statistics
from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
(Figure 3.1, right). Unlike nanorods, the spherical symmetry of nanoshells makes their
spectrum insensitive to the polarization of incident light, so the plasmon mode will be
excited equally in all particles in solution, regardless of their orientation. From the Mie
calculations, we find that the Au/SiC>2 nanoshells are predominantly scattering, and the
A11/AU2S nanoshells are highly absorbing.

However, the large physical size of the

Au/SiC>2 nanoshells makes the actual absorption cross section an order of magnitude
higher than the other two particle species studied here.
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Figure 3.1 (left): Calculated ensemble average extinction (blue line), absorption (red line) and scattering
(black line) spectra, (a) Au/SiG2 nanoshells ([rj, r2] = [62,77] nm), and (b) Au/Au2S nanoshells
([ri,r 2 ] = [20.5, 25] nm) in water, calculated using Mie theory. Since these particles are spherically
symmetric, the polarization of incoming light has no effect on the spectra, (c) Ensemble of randomly
oriented nanorods ([/, d\ - [44, 13] nm) in aqueous solution calculated using FEM. These can be obtained
by simulating a particle oriented so that the incoming electric field projects equally onto all three
axes (inset).
Figure 3.1 (right): Images of particles used for photothermal transduction efficiency measurements.
Polydispersity in size and shape can mediate extremely absorbing or scattering particles, (a) SEM of
Au/Si0 2 nanoshells. (b) TEM of Au/Au2S nanoshells. (c) TEM of nanorods.

We used the finite element method (FEM) to calculate the absorption and scattering
cross sections of Au nanorods (Figure 3.1c). The rods were modeled as cylinders with
hemispherical end caps, as is common in the literature [36], using average dimensions
([/, d\ = [44, 13] nm) based on statistics from TEM measurements. The absorption cross

section is calculated by integrating the resistive heating over the volume of the particle
and dividing by the incident power density, as in Equation 3.1.

Cabs-
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(3.1)

Here, Uav is the power absorbed by the particle in the form of ohmic losses, n is the
refractive index of the embedding medium, eo and pio are the permittivity and permeability
of free space, and Einc is the amplitude of the incident electric field.

Similarly, the

scattering cross section is the integral of the far field component of the outgoing
electromagnetic energy flux over an arbitrary boundary surrounding the particle. The
result is normalized by the power density of the incident field.

Csca, = Jl ?

2

(3.2)

nc

! ' I

In Equation 3.2, Efar is the far field component of the outgoing wave, calculated using
the Stratton-Chu formula. Details of the parameters used for our FEM model can be
found in Appendix A.
Compared to nanoshells, nanorods present a more interesting modeling challenge
because of their asymmetric shape. The electronic response of the particles depends on
their orientation relative to the polarization of incident light. So, the spectra of many
randomly oriented particles must be averaged in order to calculate the ensemble response
in water. Since it can take hours to generate the spectrum of a particle using FEM, it is
prohibitive to model enough orientations to determine the average response by brute
force. Fortunately, as discussed in Chapter 2, it is possible to model randomly oriented
particles in solution by modeling a single particle oriented in the [111] direction.
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Our model predicts the nanorod's resonance peak at a wavelength of 740 nm. This
value is lower than the resonance wavelength measured by UV/Vis spectroscopy of the
nanorod solution from which size statistics were derived. The difference may arise from
systematic differences in how a population of nanorods in solution settles onto a TEM
grid,[37] or from variations in the population's end cap geometry causing significant
deviations of the resonance from the hemispherical end cap model.[38, 39]

A

representative TEM image of the nanorods (Figure 3.1c) reveals that a significant fraction
of the particles are slightly dog-bone shaped. Regardless of the model's prediction of
resonance peak, it confirms that extinction by nanorods is primarily due to absorption of
the light, as opposed to scattering. According to our calculation, the nanorods used in
this study are expected to absorb 93% of the light incident on them.
We used the dielectric function of bulk gold reported by Johnson and Christy[40] for
Au/Si02 nanoshells, in accordance with single particle measurements that confirm the
validity of that practice. [41]

However, in the absence of such data for A11/AU2S

nanoshells, we modify the dielectric function by increasing the parameter that describes
the electron mean collision frequency. The modified dielectric function accounts for the
fact that the mean free path of electrons in the thin Au shell is reduced by scattering off
the interface. [42] As a result, the linewidth of the predicted plasmon resonance tends
broaden and the fraction of extinction due to absorption is increased.

Theoretical

ensemble spectra require broadening both by this surface scattering effect, as well as by
inhomogenous distributions of particles to match experimentally obtained spectra.
Surface scattering also appears to affect the linewidth of nanorods, depending on the
width of the rod. [43] However, there is no correlation between the resonance energy and
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linewidth,[43] and the particles are predominately absorbing even without modification
of the dielectric function. Since we are primarily interested in the resonance energy, we
modeled the nanorods without taking electron surface scattering effects into account.
Overall, for all three particle species in question, broadening due to surface scattering has
only minimal effect on the resulting absorption and photothermal transduction spectra.
Particle Fabrication
Au/SiC>2 nanoshells were fabricated as previously described. [44] Briefly, 120 nm
diameter silica nanoparticles were obtained (Precision Colloids, Inc.) and suspended in
ethanol. The particle surface was then terminated with amine groups by reaction with 3aminopropyltriethoxysilane (Gelest). Very small gold colloid (1-3 nm dia.) was grown
via the method of Duff, et al.[45] This colloid was aged for 4-14 days at 6-8 °C. The
aminated silica particles were then added to the gold colloid suspension. Gold colloid
adsorbs to the amine groups on the silica surface resulting in a silica nanoparticle covered
with islands of gold colloid. Au/SiCh nanoshells were then grown by reacting HAuCLt
(Sigma-Aldrich) with the silica-colloid particles in the presence of formaldehyde.
Nanoshell surfaces were coated with polyethylene glycol (PEG) by adding 1 mM PEGSH (Lysan Technologies, LLC) to the nanoshell solution overnight, followed by
diafiltration with a solution of trehalose (10% w/v) to remove residual PEG-SH from the
nanoshell formulation.
A11/AU2S nanoshells are somewhat easier to fabricate. [46] To make them, a solution
of Na2S2C>3 (1.5 mM) was added to 2 mM HAuCL*. The resulting mixture was stirred for
30 min. The particles obtained were PEGylated by the addition of PEG-SH with stirring
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overnight. Excess PEG-SH was removed via centrifugation and redispersion into a
solution of trehalose (10% w/v).
Nanorods were synthesized using the method developed by Jana et al.,[47] with
minor changes. In brief, gold seed particles were prepared by adding 250 uL of 10 mM
HAUCI43H2O to 7.5 mL of 100 mM cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) with
brief, gentle mixing. 600 uL of freshly prepared, ice-cold 10 mM NaBtL; solution was
added, followed by mixing for 2 min. The nanorod growth solution was prepared by
adding 40 mL of 100 mM CTAB, 1.7 mL of 10 mM HAuCLr3H20, 250 uL of 10 mM
AgNC>3, followed by 270 uL of 100 mM ascorbic acid. To initiate nanorod growth, 840
uL of the seed solution was added to the growth solution, mixed gently, and left still for
40 min. Excess reactants were removed by centrifugation and resuspension in deionized
(DI) water. The nanorods were PEGylated by the addition of 1 mM thiol terminated
methoxypoly(ethylene glycol) mPEG-SH, which was left to stir overnight. The final
PEGylated rod solution was cleaned by diafiltration of the solution into DI H2O. After
cleaning, the particles were transferred via diafiltration into a 10% (w/v) solution of
trehalose.
Photothermal Conversion Efficiency Measurements
To find the photothermal transduction efficiency of our three nanoparticles types, we
measure the temperature of the nanoparticle solution as a function of time while it heats
up under infrared laser irradiation, reaches equilibrium, and subsequently cools back to
room temperature.

Following Roper et al.,[48] we can write the following energy

balance equation:
Jrp
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Qi+Qo+Qe*n

(3.3)
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where m and Cp are the mass and heat capacity of each component of the sample cell, Tis
the sample cell temperature, Qi is the energy input by nanoparticles, Qo is the baseline
energy input by the sample cell, and Qext is the outgoing energy. We use a model that is
linear with temperature for the outgoing thermal energy, giving Equation 3.4 when the
laser is off.
HmiCpy^=hA(T-Tamb)

(3.4)

Tamb is the ambient temperature, A is the surface area of the sample cell, and h is the heat
transfer coefficient. Solving this differential equation shows that the cooling portion of
the thermal cycle follows an exponential time dependence. Similarly, the heating portion
of the cycle has exponential time dependence because both Qi and Qo are constant with
respect to time. By finding the best exponential fit to the temperature data, we determine
the characteristic thermal time constant (r ) for the system. The heat transfer coefficient
of the sample cell is inversely proportional to the time constant (Equation 3.5),

h=^

,

(3-5)

TA

and this value should be the same regardless of whether it is calculated using the heating
or the cooling data.

Once the heat transfer coefficient is known, it can be used to

calculate the amount of heat energy accumulated in or lost from the sample cell, given the
current temperature inside.
When the sample cell reaches an equilibrium temperature, the power flowing into the
sample cell is equivalent to the power flowing out (Equation 3.6):
where Tmax

Qj+Q0= hA{Tmax-Tamb),
(3.6)
is the equilibrium temperature. Therefore, the maximum temperature

achieved by the cell is directly related to the power absorbed by the particles inside. The
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photothermal transduction efficiency is defined as the ratio of photothermal power
transduced by the nanoparticles to the incident optical power (Equation 3.7):
„ _
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'

-s

(3,7)

where / is the power of the incident laser radiation and Ax is the optical density of the
sample solution at the laser wavelength.

Figure 3.2: Apparatus for measuring photothermal transduction efficiency, (a) 815 nm diode laser,
(b) Vacuum chamber held below 1 torr. (c) Aperture, (d) Sample cell sealed with paraffin wax and epoxy.
(e) T-type thermocouple, (f) Teflon coated magnetic stir bar to eliminate temperature gradients in the cell.

Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of the apparatus used to measure the photothermal
transduction efficiency. The nanoparticle solution is contained in a sealed cuvette with a
magnetic stir bar and T-type thermocouple probe inside. The sample is irradiated using
an 815 nm diode laser through a 32 mm aperture. If the location of the thermocouple tip
is not controlled, the measurement varies because of the temperature gradient within the
sample cell (Figure 3.3). This problem is eliminated by stirring the contents of the cell
using a Teflon coated magnetic stir bar. The entire cuvette is contained in a vacuum
chamber held below one torr to remove sample cooling pathways through surrounding
atmosphere. Only two cooling pathways remain: conduction through the thermocouple
and blackbody radiation. Even though net energy loss through blackbody radiation has a
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quartic temperature dependence, the error resulting from our linear model for outgoing
energy is negligible for the small temperature changes in our system.
t = Os

t = 3000 s

t = 15000 s

t = 15500 s

t = 30000 s

3

|°c

Figure 3.3: Time series of temperature distribution within sample cell simulated using FEM. Laser
illumination discontinued at t = 15000 s. Stirring is required to eliminate temperature gradient for a
consistent reading at the thermocouple tip.

The samples are contained in a typical methacrylate cuvette (Fisher, #14-955-130)
and capped with a cuvette cap (Lab Safety Supply, #88433) with a small hole drilled in it
for the thermocouple. The edges of the cap were trimmed off, and it was pushed inside
the cuvette to serve as a platform for layers of paraffin and epoxy, making a vacuum tight
enclosure. We found that direct contact between the nanoparticle solution and epoxy
caused the particles to aggregate, even if the epoxy was completely cured and washed
with soap and water. The presence of the wax layer prevented that from happening and
allowed us to make the measurements reported here. This was true of two different
epoxies that we tried: Royal Sealants and Adhesive's Hardman Double/Bubble Red
(Ellsworth, #4001) and Varian's Torr Seal (Varian, #9530001). The effect most likely
can be attributed to the presence of polar amine moieties (e.g. diethylene triamine) in the
hardening component of the two part epoxy mixtures.

The charge on the amine

molecules could neutralize any stabilizing surface charge on the nanoparticles. With the

paraffin layer in place, monitoring the particle's spectrum revealed no aggregation after
several hours of irradiation at the power levels used for these experiments.
Results and Discussion
Nanoparticle heating is a complex, dynamic process that can be affected by small
changes in geometric structure or in the local environment of the particle. [49] Simply
calculating the absorption cross section of a particle by solving Maxwell's equations does
not necessarily account for all of the physics that occurs as that optical energy is
converted to heat. Femtosecond pump/probe experiments give us a good idea of what
happens on very short timescales.[50-52] Light energy is converted into kinetic energy in
the free electron gas of the metal particle. Then, electron-electron scattering thermalizes
the electron cloud into a hot Fermi distribution. Finally, electron-phonon interactions
transfer the energy to the matrix of the particle itself.
Exactly how energy is transferred to the surrounding medium is not quite as clear.
Several attempts have been made to quantify the thermal conductivity of the
particle/solvent interface using pump/probe techniques.[53] Wilson et al.[54] found the
interface conductance G « 1 3 0 ^ for citrate stabilized Pt particles in H2O, G « 5 - ^ for
mK

mK

AuPd particles, and G > 2 0 - ^ for Au particles; the latter two both alkanethiol
terminated in toluene. Plech et al.[55] used pulsed x-rays instead of a typical optical
probe to monitor the interface heat transfer by tracking lattice dynamics. They found
G = 105 ±15-^- for 100 nm citrate Au particles in H2O, as well as evidence of melting at
the surface of the particles at temperatures as low as -550 K. When energy is delivered
to particles in such short time frames, causing phase changes and particle reshaping,[50,
56] it is not surprising that Mie theory fails to predict the dynamic absorption. So, heat

transfer from a plasmonic particle to its embedding medium appears to depend on a
variety of factors, including surface chemistry, the thermal properties of the medium, and
the rate at which energy is delivered to the particles.
In another class of experiments, plasmonic nanoparticles are illuminated by a white
light source, and the particle's extinction is broken into absorption and scattering
components by photoacoustic techniques[57] or using an integrating sphere.[58]
Researchers found that the amount of energy absorbed by the particles appears to be in
good agreement with Mie theory. The Ag nanoparticles used in these experiments are
relatively easy to fabricate with low polydispersity and few structural defects. At the low
intensities typical of white light sources, heat transfer to the local environment is slow
enough that the optical properties of the medium are unaffected.
At intensities between these two extremes, particles under CW laser irradiation may
not cause such explosive results, but it is possible that steam nanobubbles form[59] in the
local vicinity around the particles in the light path. Short of an actual phase change,
sharp density gradients could form causing acoustic waves that are exploited in some
photoacoustic sensing experiments.[60] Brusnichkin et al.[61] developed and verified a
theory describing how multiple absorbing nanotargets transduce light to heat and affect
the refractive index of their surroundings. The effect also allows extremely sensitive
detection of very small (diameter -2.5 nm) Au nanoparticles and objects labeled by them
using phase interference contrast in conjunction with photothermal heating. [62] This
regime is the one most similar to the situation present in cancer therapy studies, with
previous researchers estimating temperature increases at the surface of their particles
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ranging from 0.5 K[61] to 26 K.[63] However, the particle surface temperature could be
much higher if the interface conductance used to make these estimates were too high.
The formation of density gradients around plasmonic particles could affect light
absorption by two mechanisms. First, steam has a refractive index nearly identical to
vacuum or air. [64, 65] These bubbles of reduced permittivity would act as Rayleigh
scattering centers for incoming light, effectively reducing the absorbance of the solution.
Second, the nanoparticle's native electronic resonance will react to the change in the local
environment. [66] The plasmon peak will blue shift because of the reduced refractive
index in the local environment, reducing the absorbance of the solution at the laser
wavelength. More research is required to fully characterize the magnitude of these two
mechanisms in relation to how they affect the photothermal transduction efficiency.
However, the physical effects postulated here could explain the results obtained in this
study as well as the observation by Roper et al. that mechanically chopping the laser
beam increased the photothermal transduction efficiency of gold colloid nanoparticles.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental data used to calculate photothermal transduction efficiency of nanorods and
nanoshells in aqueous solution, (left) Temperature change of sample cell as a function of time with
exponential fits of heating (red lines) and cooling (blue lines). The time constant of the exponential fit
allows calculation of the heat transfer coefficient of the sample cell and the photothermal transduction
efficiency of the particles within, (right) UVTVis absorbance spectra of solutions used, including (a)
Au/Si0 2 nanoshells, (b) Au/Au2S nanoshells, and (c) nanorods, shown with the laser line used to heat the
particles (815 nm, red line).
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Figure 3.4 shows the temperature change of the sample cell and its contents for our
three classes of nanoparticle. We controlled the optical density of the samples so that it is
equal at the laser wavelength of 815 nm. Maintaining a constant optical density required
widely varying particle concentrations because of the dramatic difference in the particles'
effective cross sections.

We used an approximately 3 pM solution of Au/Si02

nanoshells, relative to about 100 pM and 300 pM for nanorods and Au/Au2S nanoshells,
respectively. The observed temperature change follows a trend in qualitative agreement
with predictions based on electromagnetic calculations alone, with Au/Si02 nanoshells
showing the smallest increase and Au/Au2S shells and nanorods showing somewhat
larger temperature changes. The photothermal transduction efficiencies, calculated using
Equation 3.7, show that nanorods have the highest efficiency, but the advantage over
A11/AU2S nanoshells is not statistically significant (Figure 3.5a). Despite expectations
based on the calculated absorption efficiencies, the nanorods' photothermal transduction
efficiency is only about twice as large as Au/Si02 nanoshells.

Furthermore, when

comparing strictly on the basis of how much light energy a single particle is expected to
convert to heat, the photothermal transduction cross section of Au/SiCh nanoshells is
overwhelmingly higher than either of the other particle types (Figure 3.5b).

Figure 3.5: Comparison of heating by nanoparticles. (a) Photothermal transduction efficiency of nanoshells
and nanorods, calculated by equation 3.7. (b) Photothermal transduction cross section (black bar), and
absorption cross section (red bar) of nanoshells and nanorods.
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As shown in Figure 3.1, the Au/Si02 nanoshells used for this study are expected to
absorb only 13% of incident light at peak resonance. However, analysis of the data
shown in Figure 3.4 reveals that 34% of the light incident on the cell is converted to heat,
roughly 2.5 times as much light as predicted by Mie theory. The discrepancy may arise
because of imperfections in the geometric structure of the shell. Imperfections, like
surface roughness or an offset core (nanoegg), increase absorption and decrease
scattering because, like defects in a crystal lattice, they increase the opportunity for the
plasmon wave to interact with the atomic lattice, i.e., to couple to phonon modes.
Nanoshells are particularly sensitive to these defects because their resonance results from
the hybridization of more elementary plasmonic modes. A cavity mode exists at the
interface between the core and the shell, and a spherical mode is present at the interface
between the shell and solution. These modes hybridize via Coulombic forces that are
perturbed by asymmetries in the shape of the particle. Just as nanoshells derive their
extreme tunability from the sensitivity of these forces to the thickness of the shell, large
changes in the electronic resonance and fraction of absorption versus scattering result
from small deviations from the ideal nanoshell geometry.
Conclusions
The best nanoparticle species to use for heating applications ultimately depends on
the specifics of the application in mind. While small nanoparticles like nanorods and
Au/Au2S nanoshells provide the highest transduction efficiencies, larger particles like
Au/SiC>2 shells can satisfy given heating requirements with fewer particles. In the case of
cancer therapy, one goal should be to minimize the dose required to achieve hyperthermia
and cell death throughout the entire tumor site. Therefore, the best choice depends on
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how the different particles accumulate in tumor vasculature.

It could be that larger

particles collect more efficiently in tumors because their size helps them stick in the maze
of blood vessels, making Au/SiC>2 nanoshells the clear choice. Alternatively, smaller
particles may be more stable in the blood stream, making them more likely to find the
tumor site.

Given their higher efficiency, they could be the better option if they

accumulate faster than Au/SiCh shells. It is also possible that accumulation rates depend
on the type of cancer or the location of the tumor site relative to the particle injection site.
Extensive research into how the different particles travel throughout the body is required
to decide on the best treatment candidate. Other applications of nanoparticles heating,
like optomechanical microfluidic components or applications involving combined heating
and imaging, may have altogether different requirements. The substantial scattering
cross section of Au/SiCh nanoshells makes them ideal for imaging applications.
Understanding the benefits or drawbacks of an arsenal of nanoparticles available for
thermal applications adds versatility to our ability to tackle future engineering challenges.
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Chapter 4: Applications of Nanoparticle Heating
Nanotechnology holds great promise for enabling NASA to achieve its mission
objectives under the Vision for Space Exploration. One area attracting attention is how
nanomaterials could be used to harness one of the most abundant natural resources in
space, sunlight, to reduce the energy requirements of life support systems on manned
space vehicles. The shuttle program used the Regenerated Carbon Dioxide Removal
System (RCRS)[67, 68] to maintain a breathable atmosphere (Figure 4.1), but did not use
the energy in sunlight. Tomorrow's missions will require a system that is smaller and
more power efficient.

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of shuttle-era Regenerated Carbon Dioxide Removal System (RCRS). One
bed absorbs CO2 while the other regenerates. They switch after 12 minutes.

The mechanism most suitable for scrubbing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere
where low power requirements and many regeneration cycles are necessary is a chemical
reaction between certain amines and CC«2.[67] Carbon dioxide naturally interacts with
molecular amine groups to form a carbamate ion,[69] according to Reaction 4.1.
39

2RNH2 + C0 2 -» RNHCOO" + RNH3+

(4.1)

Each CO2 molecule is thereby trapped by two cooperating amine groups, releasing
energy at normal temperatures and pressures. The reaction is similar for both primary
and secondary amines. To reverse the process, the system is exposed to vacuum and/or
heat, which cause the CO2 molecules to be released in an endothermic reaction. Energy
must be supplied to the system during this regeneration phase to maintain reaction
efficiency.
A system intended for use in space is constrained by a number of factors. The
microgravity environment in space necessitates the use of solid phase systems because
liquids and gases do not separate themselves according to density without gravity. Any
solid support substrate for the amine molecules must provide enough surface area to bind
two moles of amine molecules for every mole of CO2 to be scrubbed. At the same time,
the system must maintain low mass and volume to reduce launch costs. Finally, an ideal
system would make minimal demand on the spacecraft power systems, even during the
energy intensive regeneration phase. The answer to this problem may be found by
applying new nanotechnologies that enable us to fabricate ultra-high surface area
substrates that can harness the electromagnetic energy available in sunlight and convert it
into thermal energy. If all the energy available in sunlight was captured, 14.4 kJ could be
added to a 200 cm2 system like RCRS every regeneration cycle. This is enough energy to
release 8.8 g of CO2 trapped by secondary amines, or 59% of the average amount
generated by one person in one cycle. [70] We tested the light to heat transduction
efficiency of several promising nanomaterials to determine the best candidates for further
study.
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We started by identifying an optimal mixture of plasmonic nanoparticles for
absorbing the AMO solar spectrum using techniques as described in our previous
research. [71] The optimal mixture of plasmonic nanoparticles embedded in PMMA is
shown in Figure 4.2, along with the theoretical and experimental extinction spectrum of
the particles synthesized in the laboratory. If the high surface area PMMA beads used in
RCRS contained these particles and they were exposed to sunlight, the hope was that a
large fraction of solar energy could be converted to heat during regeneration, thus
reducing demands on the spacecraft's power system. The extremely high optical cross
section of the plasmonic particles would keep the volume fraction of heavy elements like
gold low in order to minimize the mass of the life support system. We substituted a gold
nanoshell for the silver one called for by the optimization calculations for ease of
fabrication during initial testing, with the intention of using a silver shell for the final
results.
.
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Figure 4.2: Nanoparticles required to make optimal sunlight absorbing mixture (A), Nanoparticles
synthesized in lab (B, solid line theoretical, line markers measured extinction).

With a close match to the optimal particle mixture in hand, we needed to
demonstrate that the nanoparticles could be dispersed in porous PMMA beads.
Following the protocol of Aykurt et al.,[72] we produced the porous PMMA structures
shown in Figure 4.3. Two samples are shown, one with the largest species of nanoshell,
[ri, Tz] = [65, 78] nm, dispersed throughout the polymer matrix, and the other without
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nanoparticles for a reference. The nanoshells were capped with dodecanethiol so they
could be transferred to organic solvents. The presence of the plasmonic particles is
readily apparent by visual inspection because of the grayish purple color of the sample.
The color is characteristic of particle aggregation, which could be beneficial for this
application because the aggregate plasmon resonance would help absorb the infrared tail
of the solar spectrum.

WHh Iteiosteils

Figure 4.3: Series of SEM images showing PMMA particles with and without embedded nanoshells.

N2 adsorption isotherms were analyzed using the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET)
method to calculate the particle surface area and qualitatively characterize the pore size
of the samples. Although the surface area of the PMMA sample with nanoshells was
greater at 37.2 m2/g, the shape of the isotherm curve (Figure 4.4) is indicative of a
macroporous sample (> 50 nm diameter pores). Pores that large are too big to exert
capillary trapping forces on amine molecules to hold them in place for many cycles of
CO2 scrubbing and regeneration. The pores on the reference sample are smaller, between
2 and 50 nm, based on the shape of the isotherm curve, but the surface area was only 6.5
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m2/g. These values do not compare favorably to current RCRS technology available
from Mitsubishi Chemical. Their PMMA substrates (HP2MG) have nominal surface area
of 470 m2/g and pore diameters less than 2 nm. Carbon nanotube substrates previously
investigated by NASA have surface areas between 500 and 1000 m2/g.[73, 74]
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Figure 4.4: N2 adsorption isotherm and SEM images of PMMA substrates. A: Porous PMMA without
nanoshells embedded, B: Porous PMMA with embedded nanoshells.

The geometry of the PMMA beads as described above was unsuitable for accurate
temperature monitoring or determination of the efficiency of heat transfer from the
nanoparticles into the PMMA substrate. Therefore, nanoshells were dispersed in PMMA,
which was cast between two glass slides to make the samples with a glass capillary tube
embedded so that a thermocouple can be inserted into the mass for temperature
monitoring.

The nanoshells were capped with either polyvinyl pyrrolidone or

dodecanethiol to enable the transfer from aqueous solution into MMA. The extinction
spectrum (Figure 4.5) shows that the plasmon resonance of the [ri, fy] = [65, 78] nm
nanoshells in PMMA is red shifted compared to the spectrum in water. This is partially a
result of PMMA's high refractive index compared to water's (1.49 vs. 1.33). Mie Theory
predicts the plasmon resonance should shift roughly 70 nm because of that change in
environment. The remainder of the shift, as well as the long wavelength tail, is most
likely a result of particle aggregation in the sample.
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In order to characterize the light to heat transduction efficiency of the nanoshells in
PMMA, I used a custom built apparatus similar to Roper et al.[48] A xenon arc lamp
with an AMO spectral filter (Newport Oriel 81011) was used to simulate sunlight. The
light passes through an aperture to irradiate a 38.5 mm spot on the sample. The sample
is held under vacuum < 1 torr to minimize heat loss via pathways like convection and
conduction through air, which are difficult to characterize. Temperature is recorded as a
function of time using a type T thermocouple. If the system is heated by irradiation until
an equilibrium temperature is reached, then allowed to cool naturally, the temperature
will fall exponentially with a characteristic time constant that is inversely proportional to
the heat transfer coefficient of the system. This constant provides a linear model for the
system heat loss via radiation and conduction through the thermocouple that is accurate
to within several percent for the small temperature changes under investigation here.
Since energy input is equal to energy output when the system is at equilibrium, a linear
model of the energy loss pathways allows straightforward calculation of the energy input,
namely the luminous energy that is transduced to heat by the sample. Comparing a
PMMA sample with embedded nanoparticles to a reference sample without enables
isolation of the contribution from the particles themselves. The light to heat transduction
efficiency of the particles is calculated by dividing the measured energy input from the
particles by the total luminous energy incident on the particles. This value should be
equivalent to the particle's theoretical absorption efficiency calculated using Mie theory.
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Figure 4.5: Measured extinction spectrum of [r1( r2] = [65, 78] nm nanoshells in PMMA (A), Temperature
rise of PMMA with and without nanoshells under illumination (B).

The efficiency of the PMMA sample with [ri, T2] = [65, 78] nm nanoshells embedded
(Figure 4.5) was in line with measurements of nanoshells in aqueous solution (Chapter
3), at 34%. However, the efficiency of carbon black in aqueous solution was measured to
be 84%. Carbon nanoparticles have a featureless absorption spectrum across the range of
photonic energy available in sunlight. They scatter very little light, which accounts for
the intense black color of the particles. Recent work at Rice demonstrated carbon
nanotube arrays with a total integrated reflectance of 0.045%, making it the blackest
material ever known. [75] Furthermore, research at NASA demonstrated the possibility
of using aminated carbon nanotubes to create a high surface area substrate for CO2
removal. In light of these measurements, carbon based nanoparticles appear to be a better
solution to the engineering problem at hand.
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Chapter 5: Summary
Research on plasmonic nanoparticles is tantalizingly close to completing the
transition from laboratory to commercialized products. Applications that exploit the
natural advantages of the particles, such as their large effective cross sections and tunable
sensitivity to specific colors, are the ones progressing most quickly to market. It will not
be long before medical applications of plasmonic particles are approved, and they
become mainstream medical treatments.

Many of the imminent applications of

plasmonic technologies depend on photothermal energy conversion, so it is important to
understand the physics of thermal transport at the nanoscale.
In this dissertation, we established the correctness of the intuitive view that the
ensemble spectrum of a solution of nanorods is a linear combination of their basis
spectra, where the basis consists of the distinct modes of the particles. The weighting
factor for each component of the ensemble spectrum is related to the square of the
electric field's projection onto the direction vector of the nanorod.

Based on this

knowledge, we can easily model the optical and photothermal response of ensembles of
randomly oriented nanorods by modeling a rod oriented along the [111] direction.
We also directly measured the photothermal transduction efficiencies of three
species of plasmonic nanoparticles. As expected, we found smaller particles to have
higher efficiencies because they are natural absorbers, but on a per particle basis, the
larger Au/SiCh nanoshells convert more energy because of their larger absolute
absorption cross section. We also found deviation between experiment and theoretically
predicted values of photothermal transduction efficiency, although the qualitative trend is
in agreement. We partially attribute this difference to the dynamic nonequilibrium nature
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of heat transport from nanoparticles in solution. It could also be cause because of the use
of smooth geometrical objects to model imperfect reality. Any particle surface roughness
or deformities of shape could cause the observed discrepancies.

More research is

required to fully separate the contribution of the various effects that could be responsible
for our results.
Finally, we evaluated the potential of plasmonic nanoparticles for space applications.
Specifically, we appraised their value for harnessing the energy in sunlight to reduce the
energy requirements of scrubbing CO2 from the atmosphere. For this application, where
broadband light absorption is the goal, it is difficult for mixtures of nanoparticles to
outperform naturally black substances like carbon black.

Pure carbon, the crucial

ingredient in black paint, is nearly an ideal absorber and is extremely inexpensive to
manufacture. It is simply scraped off the sides of furnaces.

Our conclusion is that

plasmonic nanoparticles are better suited for applications where a tunable sensitivity to
monochromatic sources is desired.

Medical applications are a particularly good fit

because they require infrared light in the water window, where very few natural
substances are good absorbers.
In some ways it is not surprising that heat transport at the nanoscale is not fully
explained by macroscopic theories like Fourier heat conduction. New regimes often lead
to new physics that can be developed for new technologies. They also lead to creative
opportunities for clever experimental design, and there remains plenty of room for future
work to better understand these systems. One promising avenue may be to use scanning
probe techniques in conjunction with a nanoscale temperature sensor to map out the
thermal profile around the particles. [76]

Careful characterization of the particles,
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including surface roughness (possibly using BET or some other technique), would be
extremely important. Hopefully, this research will lead to firmer understanding of the
physics occurring when nanoparticles are used for photothermal tumor ablation and other
medical treatments.
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Appendix A: Nanorod Simulation Code
% COMSOL Multiphysics Model M-file
% Generated by COMSOL 3.4 (COMSOL 3.4.0.250, $Date: 2008/01/24 15:34:30
$)
flclear fern
flreport('off')
wavelengths = [400:10:690,700:2:800,810:10:1100].*le-9;
% COMSOL version
clear vrsn
vrsn.name = 'COMSOL 3.4';
vrsn.ext = '';
vrsn.major = 0;
vrsn.build = 250;
vrsn.res = '$Name: $';
vrsn.date = '$Date: 2008/01/24 15:34:30 $';
fern.version = vrsn;
% Geometry
gl=sphere3('6.5e-9','pos',{'0','-15.5e9','0'},'axis',{'0 ' , '0', '1' }, 'rot','0 ' ) ;
g2=sphere3('6.5e-9','pos',{'0','15.5e9', '0 ' }, 'axis',{'0', ' 0 ','1' }, 'rot','0');
g3=cylinder3('6.5e-9', '31e-9', 'pos',{* 0 *, '-15.5e9','0'},'axis', { ' 0 ', ' 1', ' 0 ' }, ' rot', ' 0 ') ;
g4=geomcomp({gl,g2,g3},'ns',{'SPH1','SPH2','CYL1'},'sf','SPH1+SPH2+CYL1
','face','all','edge','all');
g5=sphere3('40e-9','pos',{'0','0','0'},'axis',{'0','0','1'},'rot','0');
g6=sphere3('200e9','pos',{'0','0','0'},'axis1,{,0,,,0l,,l'},'rot' , '0') ;
g7=sphere3('250e9 ', ' pos M ' O ' / C ' O ' } , ' axis, , { I 0 , / , 0 , , , 1 * } , 1 rot' , ' 0 ') ;
% Geometry
g4=rotate(g4,0.7853981633974483, [0,0,1], [0,0,0]);
g4=rotate(g4,0.61547 9708670387, [1,1,0], [0,0,0]);
% Analyzed geometry
clear s
s.objs={g4,g5,g6,g7};
s.name={'COl','SPH1','SPH2','SPH3'};
s.tags={'g4','g5','g6','g7'};
fem.draw=struct('s',s);
fem.geom=geomcsg(fern);
% Initialize mesh
fem.mesh=meshinit(fern, ...
'hauto',3);
% Application mode 1
clear appl
appl.mode.class = 'ElectromagneticWaves';
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appl.module = 'RF';
appl.gporder = 4;
appl.cporder = 2;
appl.border = 'on';
appl.assignsuffix = '_rfw';
clear prop
prop.solvefor='ESC';
prop.inputvar='lambda';
appl.prop = prop;
clear bnd
bnd.farfield = {{},{},{{'Efar';'nxEx_rfw nxEy_rfw nxEz_rfw
';'nxcurlEx_rfw nxcurlEy_rfw nxcurlEz_rfw '; ...
'ref'}}};
bnd.wavetype = {'sphere','plane','plane'};
bnd.type = { ' S C , 'cont', 'cont'};
bnd.ind = [1,1,1,1,2,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,1,1,2,2,3,3,1,2,3,3,
2,1,2,2,2,2];
appl.bnd = bnd;
clear equ
equ.epsilonr = {1,1, 'matl_jcEpsReal(nu_rfw) '};
equ.Stype = {'sph','none','none'};
equ.sigma = {0,0,'2*pi*epsilonO_rfw*nu_rfw*matl_jcEpsImag(nu_rfw)'};
equ.matparams = {'n','n','epsr'};
equ.n = {1.33,1.33,'matl_jcN(nu_rfw)+j*matl_jcK(nu_rfw)'};
equ.ind = [1,2,2,3];
appl.equ = equ;
appl.var = {'lambdaO','wavelen'};
fem.appl{l} = appl;
fern.frame = {'ref'};
fern.border = 1;
clear units;
units.basesystem = 'SI';
fern.units = units;
% Coupling variable elements
clear elemcpl
% Integration coupling variables
clear elem
elem.elem = 'elcplscalar';
elem.g = { ' 1' } ;
src = cell (1,1);
clear bnd
bnd.expr = {{{}, ' 0.5*1.33*sqrt(epsilonO_rfw/muO_rfw)*(normEfar/40e9) A 2'}, ...
{}};
bnd.ipoints = {{{},' 4 '},{}} ;
bnd.frame = {{{},'ref'},{}};
bnd.ind = {{'!', '2', '3', '4', '5', '6','7', '8', '13','14','15','16', '17',

'18', '19','20','21', '22', '23', '24', '27', '28', '31', '32','33', '34', '35',
•36'},{'9', '10', '11', '12', '25', '26', '29', '30' }};
clear equ
equ.expr = {{},{{},'Qav_rfw'}};
equ.ipoints = {{},{{},' 4 '}} ;
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equ. frame = {{},{{},'ref }};
equ.ind = {{ ' 1', ' 2 ', ' 3 ' },{ ' 4 ' }} ;
src{l} = {{},{},bnd,equ};
elem.src = src;
geomdim = cell (1,1);
geomdim{l} = {};
elem.geomdim = geomdim;
elem.var = {'FarPower','heat'};
elem.global = { ' 1 *, ' 2 ' };
elem.maxvars = {};
elemcpl{l} = elem;
fem.elemcpl = elemcpl;
% Global expressions
fem.globalexpr = {'heating','heat', ...
'scat','FarPower'};
% Library materials
clear lib
lib.mat{l}.name='Gold (J&C) ' ;
lib.mat{1}.varname='matl' ;
lib.mat{l}.variables.sigma='2*pi*epsilonO_rfw*nu_rfw*jcEpsImag(nu_
r

lib.mat{l}.variables.k='316[W/(m*K)]';
lib.mat{1}.variables.epsilonr='jcEpsReal(nu_rfw)';
lib.matfl}.variables.rho='19300[kg/mA3]';
lib.matfl}.variables,C=*129[J/(kg*K)]';
lib.mat{l}.variables.nu='0.44 ' ;
lib.mat{l}.variables.T0='298.15[K]';
lib.mat{1}.variables.n='jcN(nu_rfw)+j*jcK(nu_rfw)';
lib.mat{l}.variables.alpha='14.2e-6';
lib.mat{l}.variables.E='78e9[Pa]';
clear fens
fens{1}.type='interp';
fens{1}.name='j cEpsReal';
fcns{l}.method='linear';
fens{1}.extmethod='extrap';
fcns{l}.x={'1.54751316+14','1.8618517e+14','2.1520105e+14', ...
•2.4 663491e+14','2.7565078e+14','3.04 66665e+14','3.3610051e+14',
'3.6511638e+14','3.9655024e+14','4.2556611e+14','4.5458199e+14',
•4.8601585e+14', '5.1503172e+14', '5.4646558e+14 ', '5.7548145e+14',
'6.0449732e+14','6.3593118e+14','6.6494705e+14','6.9638091e+14',
'7.2539679e+14','7.5441266e+14','7.8584 652e+14','8.1486239e+14',
'8.4629625e+14','8.7531212e+14','9.0432799e+14','9.357 6185e+14',
'9.6477772e+14','9.9621159e+14','1.0252275e+15','1.0542433e+15',
'1.0856772e+15','1.114 6931e+15','1.1461269e+15','1.1751428e+15',
'1.2041587e+15','1.2355925e+15','1.2646084e+15','1.2960423e+15',
'1.3250581e+15','1.354074e+15','1.3855079e+15','1.4145237e+15',
•1.4459576e+15\ '1.474 9735e+15 ', ' 1.5039893e+15', '1.5354232e+15',
•1.5644391e+15','1.5958729e+15'};
fcns{l}.data={'-189.042','-125.3505','-90.426461','-66.218525','51.0496', ...
'-40.2741','-32.040669','-25.811289','-20.610164','-16.817709',
'-13.648209','-10.661884','-8.112669','-5.842125','-3.946161', .
'-2.278289','-1.702701','-1.758996','-1.692204','-1.702164','1.649404', ...

'-1.604889','-1.400625','-1.231956','-1.310241','-1.169489','
1.230804', .
*-l.242549 ,'-1.227421','-1.306784','-1.332261','-1.366509','1.346409', .
•-1.236501 ,'-1.080444','-0.891261','-0.744529','-0.616896','0.551009', .
'-0.4155', -0.346329','-0.233769', '-0.1325', '-0.010416', '0.138171
0.295191','0.227056'};
"0. 203899','0.292524
fcns{ 2}.type='interp' ;
f cns{2}.name='j cEpsImag';
f cns{2}.method='linear';
fens {2}.extmethod='extrap';
fcns{2}.x={'1.5475131e+14', 1.861 8517e+14','2. 1520105e+14',
'2. 4663491e+14'
36100 51e+14\
7565078e+14' , '3.0466665e+14'
'3. 6511638e+14'
54581 99e+14',
9655024e+14' , '4.2556611e+14'
'4. 8601585e+14'
75481 45e+14',
1503172e+14' , '5.4646558e+14'
'6. 0449732e+14'
96380 91e+14',
3593118e+14' , '6.6494705e+14'
'7. 2539679e+14'
14862 39e+14',
5441266e+14' , '7.8584652e+14'
'8. 4629625e+14'
35761 85e+14',
7531212e+14' , '9.0432799e+14'
• 9 . 6477772e+14'
05424 33e+15',
9621159e+14' ,'1.0252275e+ 15'
'1. 0856772e+15'
17514 28e+15',
1146931e+15' ,'1.1461269e+ 15'
• 1 . 2041587e+15'
29604 23e+15',
2355925e+15' ,'1.2646084e+ 15'
• 1 . 3250581e+15'
354074e+15', '1.3855079e+l 5', 1.414523 7e+15',
'1. 4459576e+15'
4749735e+15' ,'1.5039893e+ 15' '1.53542 32e+15',
•1. 5644391e+15'
5958729e+15'
fens {2}.data={'25 3552','12.5552','8.18634',' 5.7015',' 3.861
2.794
'1.92542', '1.62656', '1.27176', '1.06678','1.03516', '1.37424','1.6605
' 2.1113','2.58044', ' 3.812 64', ' 4.84438 ','5.28264'
5.6492','5.71736', ...
'5.73888','5.64436',' 5.6092','
5.598','5.53816','5.42568','5.8S4584', ...
'5.7 9258', '5.78034', '5.59644', '5.49486', '5.28242','4.97628','
4.7223', ...
'4.49008', '4.33846', '4.16328','4.05504',' 3.8922', ' 3.8252', '
3.7102', ...
' 3.6062', '
3.51', '
3.3904','3.39682','3.32766','3.28568','3.17592',
'3.04128' };
fens{3}.type='interp';
fens{3} .name='j cN';
fens{3} .method='linear';
fens{3} .extmethod='extrap';
fens{3} .x={'1.54 75131e+14','1.8618517e+14','2.1520105e+14'
'2 4663491e+14\ '2 ,7565078e+l 4 ' , ' 3 . 0 4 6 6 6 6 5 e + 1 4 \ 3.36100 51e+14',
'3 6511638e+14','3 .9655024e+l 4 ' , ' 4 . 2 5 5 6 6 1 1 e + 1 4 \
54581 99e+14',
'4 8601585e+14', '5.1503172e+l 4 ' , ' 5 . 4 6 4 6 5 5 8 e + 1 4 \
75481 45e+14',
'6 0449732e+14', '6.3593118e+l 4 ' , ' 6 . 6 4 9 4 7 0 5 e + 1 4 \
96380 91e+14',
'7 2539679e+14','7 ,5441266e+l 4 ' , ' 7 . 8 5 8 4 6 5 2 e + 1 4 \
14862 39e+14',
4629625e+14\ '8 .7531212e+l 4 ' , ' 9 . 0 4 3 2 7 9 9 e + 1 4 \
35761 85e+14',
6477772e+14\ '9 ,9621159e+l 4 ' , ' 1 . 0 2 5 2 2 7 5 e + 1 5 \
05424 33e+15',
0856772e+15\ '1 .1146931e+l 5 ' , ' 1 . 1 4 6 1 2 6 9 e + 1 5 \
17514 28e+15',
2041587e+15','1 .2355925e+l 5 ' , ' 1 . 2 6 4 6 0 8 4 e + 1 5 '
29604 23e+15',
7e+15',
3250581e+15', ' 1.354074e+15', '1. 3855079e+15', '1.414523

•1.4459576e+15','1.4749735e+15','1.5039893e+15','1.5354232e+15', ..
'1.5644391e+15','1.5958729e+15'};
fcns{3}.data={'0.92','
0.56','
0.43','
0.35','
0.27', •
0.22
'0.17','
0.16','
0.14','
0.13','
0.14','
0 .21', '0.29', ..
1.04', '
1.31', '
1.38', '1.45',
0.43',
0.62','
1.46',
1.47',

1.46','

1.48','

1.53',

1.53',*

1.49', '1.47', '

1.33',

1.33', '1.32', '

1.3', 1.3','

1.3','

1.5', '1.48', '

1.32','
1.33','

1.48','

1.54',

1.43','

1.38','

1.35',

1.3','

1.31','

1.3',

1.33','

1.34','

1.32',

.28' }
fcns{4} .type='interp';
fcns{4} .name='j cK';
fcns{4} .method='linear';
fcns{4} .extmethod='extrap';
fcns{4} .x={'1.5475131e+14', '1.8618 5 1 7 e + 1 4 ' , ' 2 . 1 5 2 0 1 0 5 e + 1 4 '
'2 4663491e+14','2. 756507 8e+14', • 3 . 0 4 6 6 6 6 5 e + 1 4 ' , ' 3 . 3 6 1 0 0 5 1 e + 1 4 \
54581 9 9 e + 1 4 \
'3 6511638e+14','3. 965502 4e+14', ' 4 . 2 5 5 6 6 1 1 e + 1 4 '
75481 4 5 e + 1 4 \
'4 8601585e+14','5. 150317 2e+14', ' 5 . 4 6 4 6 5 5 8 e + 1 4 '
96380 9 1 e + 1 4 ' ;
'6.0449732e+14','6. 359311 8e+14\ ' 6 . 6 4 9 4 7 0 5 e + 1 4 '
14862 3 9 e + 1 4 ' ,
'7.2539679e+14','7. 544126 6e+14', • 7 . 8 5 8 4 6 5 2 e + 1 4 '
35761 8 5 e + 1 4 \
'8.4629625e+14','8. 753121 2e+14', • 9 . 0 4 3 2 7 9 9 e + 1 4 '
05424 3 3 e + 1 5 ' ;
•9.6477772e+14','9. 962115 9e+14', ' 1 . 0 2 5 2 2 7 5 e + 1 5 '
17514 2 8 e + 1 5 ' ;
•1.0856772e+15','1. 114693 le+15', • 1 . 1 4 6 1 2 6 9 e + 1 5 *
2
9604 2 3 e + 1 5 \
'
1
.
2
6
4
6
0
8
4
e
+
1
5
'
5e+15',
'1.2041587e+15','1. 235592
'1.3250581e+15','1. 354074 e+15',' 1 . 3 8 5 5 0 7 9 e + 1 5 ' , 1 . 4 1 4 5 2 3 7 e + 1 5 ' ,
'1.4459576e+15','1. 474973 5e+15', • 1 . 5 0 3 9 8 9 3 e + 1 5 ' ' 1 . 5 3 5 4 2 3 2 e + 1 5 \
'1.5644391e+15','1. 595872 9e+15'}
11.21', 1
9.519
• 8.145','
7.15
fcns{4}.data={' 13.7
6.35', ...
.542', '
4.103',
3.697','
3.272',
' 5.663',' 5.083'
2.863', ...
1.849',
,833', '
1.914','
1.948',
• 2.455',' 2.081'
1.958', ...
1.866',
,895', '
1.871','
1.833',
' 1.952',' 1.933'
1.898', ...
1.869',
1.847','
1.803',
' 1.893',' 1.889'
,878', '
1.749', ...
1.536',
1.497','
1.46',
' 1.688',' 1.631'
,577', '
1.427', ...
1.251','
1.226',
' 1.387','
1.35'
1. 3 0 4 ' , ' 1 . 2 7 7 ' ,
1.203', ...
' 1.188'};
lib.mat{1}.functions = f e n s ;
fem.lib = lib;
% ODE S e t t i n g s
c l e a r ode
clear units;
units.basesystem =
ode.units = units;

'SI'

fem.ode=ode;
% Multiphysics
fem=multiphysics(fern);
% Extend mesh
fem.xmesh=meshextend(fem);
% Solve problem
fem.sol=femstatic(fem, ...
'solcomp',{'tscExscEyscEzlO','tscExscEyscEz20','tscExscEyscEz21'}, ...
'outcomp',{'tscExscEyscEzlO','tscExscEyscEz20','tscExscEyscEz21'}, ...
1
pname','wavelen', ...
'plist',wavelengths, ...
'oldcomp',{}, ...
1
linsolver','pardiso');
% Save current fem structure for restart purposes
femO=fem;
flsave('nanorod_sim.mph', fem);
% Perform analysis of a given COMSOL fem structure
SolNums = 'All'; % Can be an integer or 'All'
freq = fem.sol.plist;
fprintf ('
Calculating scattering spectra...\n')
normEfarSq = postint(fem,'normEfarA2','SolNum',SolNums,'edim',2,'dl',[9
10 11 12 25 26 29 30]);
fprintf('
Calculating absorption spectra...\n')
heat = postint(fem,'Qav_rfw','SolNum',SolNums,'edim',3,'dl',[4]);
% Define constants
epsilonO = 8.854187817e-12; % [F/m]
muO = 4*pi*le-7; % [H/m]
incidentField = 1; % [V/m]
ref_index = 1.33;
% Calculate constant factors
WperSqM = 0.5*ref_index*sqrt(epsilonO/muO)*(incidentField)A2;
EfarRadius = 40e-9; % [m]

%[W/mA2]

% Convert
Scattered = normEfarSq

/

(EfarRadiusA2);

Absorbed = heat / WperSqM;
save 'nanorod_sim.mat' freq normEfarSq heat Scattered Absorbed WperSqM;
exit
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